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Newborn giraffe 
SASOLBURG - Sasol's Sasolburg Operations says a giraffe 
calf was born in the Bongani Mabaso Eco-Park in 
Vaalpark. Senior Manager Communication, Events and 
Branding at Sasol, Karin Fourie, said in a statement the 
giraffe cow and calf are doing well. 

However, Fourie said the newest arrival to the reserve is 
! 

still very shy and will take time to adapt to its 
environment. A decision was taken to close the Bongani 
Mabaso Eco-Park to the public to allow the calf time to 
adapt to its environment. 
Fourie said this is in the interest of the giraffes, as well as 
for the safety of the visitors. 
She said giraffes are protective of their young and may 
become agitated if the calf is perceived to be in 
danger. There is a lso a risk that the cow c an reject her 
calf while the calf is still dependant on milk from its 
mother. 
PHOTOS: (Sasol) 
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SL Lasers™ treatments at the front line of anti-aging innovation. 
- South Africa, 7 November 2018. 

At SL Lasers™ we firmly believe that every woman has the right 
to feel beautiful and look her best. We believe in the highest quality 
products to achieve the best results at an affordable price. We are 
all about quality and innovation! Taking this as the motivating spirit 
of our brand, we recently announced the launch of our new 
Hollywood Carbon Peel Procedure. 

After numerous years of international research and product testing 
SL Lasers™ c launched a first ever unique laser-based skin 
rejuvenation treatment and device range. Scientifically tested and 
registered beauty devices resulting in a non-invasive treatment that 
is able to improve signs of aging and skin damage. This treatment 
is unique as there is no downtime with ultimate anti-aging results 
on wrinkles, fine lines, pigmentation, acne removal, age spot 
removal, birthmark removal and tattoo removal. Results show a 
clear improvement on elasticity of the skin, firmness and collagen 
production. This treatment is a popular choice among celebrities 
before red carpet events and regularly mentioned and discussed by 
Hollywood stars in the media. 

But... .. 
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Unfortunately this resulted in imitations of SL Lasers™ :J ... 
leaving us and our customers flattered, but confused - to say 
the least. To educate our clients, and to create a clear 
separation from the company copying our procedure and 
market strategy, but most of all to ensure our clients receive the 
best, safest treatments we have decided to change the name of 
our beloved treatment from the Ultimate Hollywood Procedure 
to *The Black Diamond Laser Treatment™ *. 
A bold but exciting move as this brings more clarity to our 
clients. 

Yes, our Black Diamond Treatment™ CJ treatment is also 
trademark protected and if it does not say SL Lasers™ , then 
it is an imitation or a completely different company. Our brand is 
SL Lasers™ n created and refined by Sule Loggenberg MMPSI 
and we are not linked to any other company. 

We thank you for the continued support of our brand and will 
continue to bring you the most innovative, safe and quality 
guaranteed products and services. 

Should you require more information, please do not hesitate to 
contact us: 

Head office 
Email: hello@suleloggenberg.co.za 
Tel: 0832718675 
Website: www.suleloggenberg.co.za 

To find an SL Lasers TM C official service provider in your 
area: 
Website: www.sllasers.co.za 
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